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ABSTRACT. The croaa sections of scatleiin g  of low energy neutrons by carbon have 
boon onJculiited by tho phase ahil’t  m ethod, the complex nuclear potential is taken  as of 
Woods-iSaxon form and the jjhasos are calculiitod with tho help of a relation given by Brysk . 
The theoretical values of 1/ho difforontial eross sections for 2 7 and 4.1 Mev neutrons agree 
fairly well compared with the expem noiital findmgs for the same given by b ittle  ct a l , and 
W alt ife Beyster re,spectively.
I N  T  R. 0  D  TT C T  I  O N
A number of investigations (Feshliach at ah 1954; Feshbach, 195S) on neutron 
—nucleus interaction have heen carried out with considerable success Jii terms of 
an optuial model of the nucleus. In this modtd tlie interaction due to the target 
nucleus consisting of many individual nucleons is replaced by an average potential 
well of (lomplex nature wliicli can be used to determine the differential cross 
section foi elastic scattering, its imaginary portion takes (;are of the absorption 
due to the formation of tlie compound nucleus. Most of the calculations of this 
type have been done with a sipiare well potmitial which, though, has tlie advan­
tage ol mathematical simplicity and of giving fairly reasonable result, is however 
unsatisfactory in predicting much larger values of scattering cross section for 
larger angles than what are experimentally found. The cause of the discrepancy 
is due to the sharp edge of the potential well and as such the model has been 
modified by Woods-Saxon (1954) who has replaced the sharp edge by a diffuse 
one. Various results obtained with this model having a smoothly rounded edge 
agree reasonably well with experimental findings.
The object of the present papei is to calculate by the phase-shifij method the 
cross section of scattering of hiw energy neutrons by carbon; the complex nuclear 
potential is taken to be of Woods Saxon (1954) tyjie and the phases are calculated 
with the help of a ridation givmi by Crysk (19(52). Brysk’s formula differs from 
the Born’s relation by a factor in the denominator which for high energy be­
comes 1 . The claim of Brysk is that his relation gives more exact values of phase 
angles for energies lower than those where Born method is valid. At low energy 
of tho incident particle the contribution to the scattering cross section will come 
mostly from the first few phase-shifts. The calculation of phase shift is generally
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difficult and analytical Holutions can be obtained only in few Hpecial cases. It 
is doubtful whether the Born approximation is valid for energies below 100 Mev, 
tlie mctliod of calculating the individual phases by tlie Born method may push 
the limit of validity a little lower than 100 Mev. But Brysk claims that the cal­
culation of the phase angles by his method brings down the limit of validity to as 
low as 5 Mev particle energy for spherical well jiotential with range of the order of 
i .0. A/27T. His method is not very useful for long range potential —a limitation 
imposed by certain approximations introduced in his calculations. The Woods- 
Haxon potential being of short range nature will not offer any difficulty in Brysk j 
method. \
R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N S  1
The scattering amplitude is expressed by
(2 !-|-])(e2»«i - 1 )P, (uoH0 ) 
We calculate the phases di by Brysk’s relation
CD
-  I f  I
. ..  (1)
tan 5i =
where jj, yi are spherical Bessel and Neumann functions respectively,
%
/I being the reduced mass and E, the enorg5^  in the centre of mass system, the 
nuclear potential V{r) is of the form as given by Woods and Saxon viz.,
F(r) =  - (3)
where R is the nuclear radius and a is the diffusivity parameter.
The integrals for s-wavc phase-shift have been calculated analytically. With 
the substitution x — ^  the integral in the numerator of the right hand side
Of
of eqn. (2 )
sin
takes the form l j ‘2 [ L H ))—L { 2 k ) ]
where « I* oo«
0
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1-1 ' lor r  <  R
and - )"+^ for r  >  E
Henee L { p )  — a  |  cos p { R  [ ax)
n-o -n/a
-|-ir I Goa p{E-{- ax)e~^^dx
The integrals are oloinentary and can be evaluated easily.
M aking use oi tlio relation (e,f. Bromwich, J947)
1 + 2 ffl“ V  Ir^ " , =  f
^  n r -\ sm m  tt
H=-l
we m ay finallj^  ^ write
j ,  ) -  ^ _  ftTTsin joT?
p  sin haiT n^-^-p^cv^
Sim ilarly, th(i integral in  the denominator (jaii bo evaluated and we have
00 Of)
f sin 2 h r  eos2 /fJi! , 1 , ott cos 2 /p/2 ,
J  ^  ^ Ic 2 k  a \n h 2 a J c n  n^-[-ilc^a
■nlt/a
The infimto integrals for p -  wave and d-wave phase-shifts in the numerator 
have been split up as
I rH rji^ kr)-^  ( 1 - J 7 (tr)r^dr^-j ’ j,»(fe)ryr
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Th(" first j/itegral is evaluated analytically and last two integrals have been cal- 
culatofl numcncally. The integrals in the denominator have been calculated in 
a similar way.
Cos » in C. M. Bysteni
Fig. Difforeniinl oroHH Hoction of Hciittonng of 2.7 IVTev neutrons by cai'bon
------- _  oxjieriinontal curve
----------------thooroticttl curve
Cob in C M system
F ig  2 Differential cross section of scattering of 4 .1  Mev neutrons by carbon
-------------- experimental curve
----------------  theoretical curve
We have to calculate the differential cross sections in the c.in. system for the 
incident neutron energies corresponding to 2.7 Mev and 4,1 Mev in the laboratory 
system. We use the values of the parameters as given hy Feshhaeh et ah (195S)
R =  (1.15>li/3d-.4)xl0-i3 cm 
a =  0.57x10-13  
V =  52 Mev 
W — 3 . 1 2  Mov,
litisults of our calculation lor tan Si in the c.ni. systcni liavo been given in the 
following Tabic lor the olaatie scattering ol 2  7 Mev ami 4 1 Mev mviitrons by carbon. 
The clilferential cross sections for these incident energies lia^ e^ been compared 
with tile experimental values given by \i N Little et al (IDriri) and Walt and 
Beyster (1955) respectively.
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Energy in 
lab system
tan Sn tan <1>\ tan
2.7 Mev - 0  G930 |-0.()()59 i 
4.1 Mev - 0  983S-1-0.0099 i
2104 I .003:} i 
.3730 l-.OOOl ?
-.0340 1 0012/ 
1092 - 1  .0030 t
Tt IS lound that the experimental values of scattering cross see.tionsfor 2 7 Mev 
[larticlos show a decrease with increasing angle till 90^ ’ and after that a litth' 
tendency to iiKiitsisc, wheieas for 4 1 Mev partich‘S the cioss se(4,ion decrease's 
with angle iipto 90'" and therealter goes on iiiiireasing, the experimental curve loi' 
the dillerential cross section of 4.1 Mev particles is almost symmetric about 90" 
Our theoreti(;al values agree lairly well with the experimental results upto 90" 
but alter that the theory lads to show the imireast  ^which is presiunably due to the 
preponderance of d scattering brought in by the deformation of the nucleus, 
fn the energy region (ionsidered wo have appreciable compound elastic scattering 
and it is very difficult to separate this Irom the total elastii; scattering observed 
experimentally. The theoretical curves which give only the shajie elastic jiart 
of the elastic siiattenng are necessarily below the expm'imental ones which include 
both the shape elastic and the compound elastic scattering.
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